
PROOF OF NOT GULITY VERDICT ON

Scots law offers three possible verdicts: guilty, not guilty and not proven. the jury deemed there was insufficient
evidence to prove his guilt.

The fact that a defendant did not testify may not be considered by the jury as proof that the defendant
committed the crime. After the prosecutor rests, no more witnesses can be called to the stand or evidence
introduced by the government. Thus, there might be a single plaintiff or witness for the prosecution, which the
jury or judge believes is both truthful and trustworthy, but no other witness or circumstances against the
accused. The trial is a structured process where the facts of a case are presented to a jury, and they decide if
the defendant is guilty or not guilty of the charge offered. The prosecutor had to therefore make an application
to adjourn the trial to try and put right this evidential problem. Objections During direct or cross examination,
either attorney can make an objection to a question or a piece of evidence to the judge. Alternatively, you can
find you nearest office here. Testing the verdict My team wanted to test the claims that the not proven verdict
may increase the chances of a defendant being acquitted. He is then seen to kick the female and swing her
around by her bag. The confusion over the not proven verdict relates to the fact that Scottish law has not
defined what the not proven verdict means, and it has the exact same legal outcome as the not guilty verdict,
meaning the defendant is acquitted. Third, juror estimates of guilt were the same across the two different
verdict systems, and these estimates were requested before jurors were given the opportunity to make a
decision. The defense may also waive his case. He calls the police because of his concerns. By Scottish law,
the accused then should be acquitted, but often will be so by the verdict "not proven". The law required the
jury merely to look at the facts and pass a verdict of "proven" or "not proven" depending on whether they
believed the evidence proved that the accused had killed the Earl. Carnegie had undoubtedly killed the Earl,
but had also clearly not intended to do so. Presentment of Cases Witness Examination Following opening
statements, the prosecutor begins direct examination of his first witness. The allegation A member of the
public had seen two males being assaulted so went to their aid. Reintroduction of "not guilty"[ edit ] In a
notable trial in , a defence lawyer Robert Dundas persuaded a jury to reassert its ancient right of acquitting, of
finding an accused "not guilty", in spite of the facts being proven. There were also fewer not guilty verdicts
than not proven verdicts in the three verdict system. What some thought of the verdict. In other words, the not
proven verdict can help jurors to communicate their belief of guilt to the judge more adequately. Messenger
Twenty-six years ago, year-old Scots drama student Amanda Duffy was murdered after a night out with
friends. The defendant, represented by an attorney, also tells his side of the story using witnesses and
evidence. In a trial, the judge â€” the impartial person in charge of the trial â€” decides what evidence can be
shown to the jury. Both lawyers are allowed to ask questions about their potential biases and may excuse
jurors from service. This would suggest that individuals who are guilty are not being given an extra chance of
acquittal even when the not proven verdict is available to jurors. Not guilty verdicts followed. Essentially, the
judge or jury is unconvinced that the suspect is innocent, but guilt has not been proven "beyond reasonable
doubt ". For instance, the not guilty verdict in the two-verdict system can be given in two circumstances: when
the jurors think the person was probably innocent; and when the jurors believe the person is probably guilty
but the evidence cannot support the claims against the defendant beyond reasonable doubt. The case involved
the trial of Carnegie of Finhaven for the murder of the Earl of Strathmore. The reintroduction of the "not
guilty" verdict was part of a wider movement during the 17th and 18th century which saw a gradual increase
in the power of juries, such as the trial of William Penn in , in which an English jury first gained the right to
pass a verdict contrary to the law known as jury nullification , and the trial of John Peter Zenger in New York
in in which jury nullification is credited with establishing freedom of the press as firm right in what would
become the United States.


